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Introduction to Fibrafill® System
Light-cured composites have evolved significantly since the materials were first introduced nearly 60 years 
ago. The development of resin composites induced graduall replacement of metal fillings due to minimal in-
vasivity, easy handling and esthetic appearance1. Modern resin composites have achieved very good proper-
ties in terms of esthetics, adhesion to hard dental tissues, polishability, resistance to attrition, etc. However, 
long-term clinical efficacy, especially in the case of large restorations, is limited by the susceptibility to crack 
formation and propagation. Based on the interpretation of clinical studies, fracture is the most common rea-
son for failure of a composite restoration, followed by secondary caries and loss of retention2,3,4,5,6. According 
to long-term studies, the failure rate of class II cavities after 10 years is ranging between 15–20 % and is most-
ly associated with fractures. 

Tendency to mechanical failure is given by chemical composition of composites, consisting of an organic ma-
trix, coupling agent and fillers of different particle sizes and shapes. Development of durable materials that 
can prolong longevity of restorations is essential from the perspective of clinicians and patients. Our objecti-
ve is to provide reliable option to replacement of dentin, which can remain functional for longer period of 
time when compared with conventional bulk-fill composites.

The years of expertise of ADM, a.s. in the use of fiber reinforcement in dentistry have led to the development 
of new products, fiber reinforced composites for strengthening of large restorations. Fibrafill® system provi-
des unique solution inspired by nature as well as modern technologies. The technology is based on the rein-
forcing effect of both continual and dispersed fibers. Similarly to collagen protein strands that reinforce the 
structure of bone or steel skeleton that reinforces concrete constructions, specially treated inorganic fibers 
provide the required resistance to composite based restorations. 
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Product Description
Fibrafill® system consists of microhybrid, radiopaque, light-curing composite materials with integrated fiber 
reinforcement designed for the fabrication of direct restorations as a substitution of the dentin layer. All the 
materials are available in a universal dentin shade. Application features, form of fiber reinforcement and appli-
cation method are optimised for individual materials according to the recommended indication range. 

Fibrafill® CUBE
The material comes in the form of discrete 
application blocks with integrated membrane 
reinforcement made of surface-treated conti-
nual glass fibers made of special glass. 
Advanced production technologies FMI (Fiber 
Membrane Integration) and MEF (Monomer 
Embedded Fibers) ensure reliable function. The 
material‘s consistence has been optimized for 
easier manipulation and condensability. A 
unique method of packaging eliminates the 
risk of cross-contamination.

Fibrafill® FLOW
The material comes in the form of a low-visco-
sity paste hybridized with dispersed reinforce-
ment constituted by surface-treated short sub-
micron inorganic fibers. Thanks to a large spe-
cific surface, high aspect ratio and unique me-
chanical properties, the fibers ensure great 
toughness. Due to thixotropy, the material is 
easy to adapt and covers the adhesion base 
without forming bubbles.

Fibrafill® DENTIN
The material comes in the form of a condensa-
ble paste hybridized with dispersed reinforce-
ment constituted by surface-treated short sub-
micron inorganic fibers. Thanks to a large spe-
cific surface, high aspect ratio and unique me-
chanical properties, the fibers ensure great 
toughness. The material‘s consistence has been 
optimized for easier manipulation and con-
densability.
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Functional Principles
Given the fact that the fracture is the most common reason for failure, understanding and following the bio-
mechanical principles of restoring teeth is an essential approach to reduce the risk of failure and increase the 
clinical efficacy of composite restorations. Thanks to the unique structural features, using Fibrafill® products 
helps to follow these principles to reach biomimetic resilient restorations.
Manifestation of fracture is related to uneven distribution of stresses and stress concentration. If the load 
exceeds the load-bearing capacity, the fracture originates in the stress concentration areas and propagates 
until causing a functional failure of the restoration. Cuspal deflection is a good indicator of loss of the original 
biomechanics of hard dental tissues. Based on the study of Magne7,8, the deflection under static load is incre-
asing along with the scale of restoration (from MO/OD to MOD). It has been shown that the filling does not 
restore the original biomechanics due to the loss of the original structural integrity (Fig. 1). 

Compromised tooth structure is prone to fracture due to stress concentration, manifested especially in the 
areas with a sudden change in geometry, i.e. where the bottom of the cavity verges on the cavity walls (Fig. 
2). The phenomenon of stress concentration effect is proved in many studies describing stress distribution for 
enamel, dentin and composite restoration due to masticatory load and polymerization shrinkage9,10,11,12. 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of stress concentration derived from mathematical models.
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Figure 1: Cuspal widening as an indicator of loss of stifness according to Magne and Oganesyan7,8.



Figure 3: Principal stress distribution result according to Ausiello at al., 202110
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Following the biomechanical principles begins with the understanding of how an intact tooth handles stress 
distribution and crack resistance.  
 
	 • Teeth are designed by Mother Nature to primarily function in compression. The dome-like structure 
   of coronal part of the tooth contributes to the reduction of tensile stresses, i. e. the biomechanical 
   behavior is similar to masonry compression dome. The biodomes are structures designed into the 
   enamel. When the structure is disrupted, the underlying dentin is exposed to increased tension13.
 
	 • Minimized potential for stress concentration, there are no sharp changes in geometry in the intact 
   tooth structure.
 
	 • Gradual changes in mechanical properties from stiff enamel, through dentinoenamel junction to
              highly structurally organized dentin. Fiber-like structure of dentin increases resistanceagainst crack 
               propagation.
 
	 • Dentinoenamel junction as the connection between material systems of dissimilar composition and 
   mechanical properties provides stress relief during mastication and prevents crack propagation14.

Considering large-scale restorations, the original biomechanics of the tooth cannot be functionally restored 
to their full extent. However, the choice of materials that includes consideration of durability and function can 
play an important role in terms of long-term clinical efficacy of the restorations. The design of Fibrafill®  
products was inspired by the aforementioned structural characteristics of an intact tooth. This includes  
the following material features:
  
	 • Reinforcing glass fiber membrane integrated into the discrete dose of bulk-fill composite Fibrafill® 
    CUBE. Vertical load generates tension in the membrane which relieves stress in the bottom layer (Fig. 4).  
               The membrane prevents the effect of stress concentration, propagation or cracs in the restoration and 
                 secures marginal integrity of restoration by reducing the shear stress transferred tothe adhesive joint.



	 • Two types of short randomly oriented sub-micron fibers in Fibrafill® FLOW and Fibrafill® DENTIN 
   composites create structural barriers against crack propagation (i.e. increased fracture toughness). 
   Cracks propagate very fast in the brittle materials that absorb relatively little energy prior to the 
    fracture. As a result of fiber incorporation, propagation of cracks consumes much more energy and 
    the material is able to resist cyclic masticatory loading and prevent fractures of the restoration 
    and remaining hard dental tissues (Fig. 5).

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the mechanism of preventing stress concentration.  
Tension in the reinforcing membrane relieves vertical stress in the bottom layer.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of crack propagation in the brittle homogeneous  
material and material reinforced with randomly oriented fibers.



Biomimetic restoration based on Fibrafill® system is represented by the large Class II restoration (Fig. 6). 
Fibrafill® FLOW is employed as a flowable liner to improve the marginal integrity of the restoration. Fibrafill® 
CUBE with continuous membrane is used to prevent stress concentration and support weakened tooth walls. 
Fibrafill® DENTIN is used to fill the remaining volume of the cavity under the occlusion layer. For a cuspal 
build-up and restoration of occlusal surface it is possible to use any conventional esthetic composite. Fibrafill® 
products are fully compatible with any dimethacrylate-based adhesive systems and resin composites. The 
products can be used individually in accordance with the intended purpose of use based on the particular 
clinical situation and preferences of a particular dentist.
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of utilization of Fibrafill® system in the case of large Class II restoration.



Indications

Fibrafill® CUBE
Large composite restorations of class I, II and V cavities, including large combined cavities in the posterior 
area, deep cavities in endodontically treated teeth, pre-endodontic and post-endodontic restorations, core 
restorations, etc. (recommended combination with Fibrafill® FLOW and DENTIN – a liner and a filling of resi-
dual dentin volume).

Fibrafill® FLOW
Liner for composite fillings of class I and II, fillings with minimally invasive preparations (occlusion fillings 
outside the area of direct load), fillings of class III and V, blocking of undercuts, pre-endodontic and post-en-
dodontic restorations, core restorations, etc.

Fibrafill® DENTIN
Composite fillings of class I, II and V, deep cavities in endodontically treated teeth, pre-endodontic and post
-endodontic restorations, core restorations, etc.

Clinical Features and Benefits

• Minimising the effect of stress concentration in critical areas in large fillings and restorations. The presence 
  of membrane reinforcement has the effect of distributing stresses over a larger area.

• Reducing the risk of creation and propagation of cracks in the filling or in the restoration and the surrounding 
  hard dental tissues.

• Reducing shear stress in the adhesion area, securing of marginal integrity.

• Minimising polymerization stress thanks to optimized composition and presence of reinforcing fibers.

• Reinforcing fibers increase adhesion between individual layers of the composite on the principle  
  of micromechanical retention.

• Minimising the risk of a fatal failure and extending the service life of a restoration thanks to the overall  
  reinforcement and increased toughness.

• Widening the possibilities of conservative methods of hard tissue restoration.

• Time savings in large restoration fabrication, easy application.
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Composition
Fibrafill® composites are based on the combination of glass filler particles, reinforcing fibers and organic matrix.

IN-vITrO Investigations – Physical Properties

Flexural Strength
Considering clinical use of resin composites, flexural strength is the material’s ability to resist deformation 
under masticatory load. Flexural strength was tested according to ISO 4049:2019 at the Central European 
Institute of Technology (CEITEC).
Fibrafill® CUBE cannot be compared with conventional composites due to the specific material form. However, 
three point bending test according to modified ISO 4049:2019 can be used to quantify the reinforcing effect 
of continuous glass fiber membrane. The membrane on the bottom side of the experimental body relieves 
vertical stress and hence flexural strength and the ability of the material to withstand masticatory load incre-
ases (Fig. 8).
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Fibrafill® CUBE

Continuous braided  
E-glass fibers

Dimethacrylate monomers 
(EBPADMA, UDMA, TEGDMA)

80 wt%

Dimethacrylate monomers 
(EBPADMA, UDMA, TEGDMA)

67 wt%

Dimethacrylate monomers 
(EBPADMA, UDMA, TEGDMA)

77 wt%

Diameter: 6 mm
Length: 2.5 mm

50 strands of 220 filaments

Barium glass of different 
particle size distribution 

(microhybrid type composite)
Colloidal silicon dioxide

Barium glass of different 
particle size distribution 

(microhybrid type composite)
Colloidal silicon dioxide

Barium glass of different 
particle size distribution 

(microhybrid type composite)
Colloidal silicon dioxide

Fiber reinforcement

Organic matrix

Total filler rate

Dimensions of Fibers

Particulate fillers

Fibrafill® FLOW

Short inorganic fibers 
based on SiO2 and Al2O3

Diameter: 0.7 mm
Length: 0.8 mm

Aspect ratio: >1000

Fibrafill® DENTIN

Short inorganic fibers  
based on SiO2 and Al2O3

Diameter: 0.7 mm
Length: 0.8 mm

Aspect ratio: >1000

Figure 7: Raw oxid fibers used in the formulation of Fibrafill® FLOW and Fibrafill® DENTIN. Courtesy of Nano4Fibers.



Figure 8: Comparison of flexural strength of microhybrid type composite with and without continuous  
glass fiber membrane reinforcement. Source: CEITEC, 2021.

Figure 9: Flexural strength of Fibrafill® FLOW compared to other flowable bulk fill composites.  
Source: CEITEC, 2021, test method according to ISO 4049:2019.

Within the limitations of the in-vitro test, it can be concluded that flexural strength of Fibrafill® FLOW (Fig. 9) 
and Fibrafill® DENTIN (Fig. 10) reaches high values and is superior to the most of the other composites avai-
lable on the market with comparable indication range. 



Figure 10: Flexural strength of Fibrafill® DENTIN compared to other packable bulk fill composites.  
Source: CEITEC, 2021, test method according to ISO 4049:2019.

Figure 11: Modulus of elasticity of Fibrafill® FLOW compared to other flowable bulk fill composites. Source: CEITEC, 2021, 
test method according to ISO 4049:2019.

Modulus of Elasticity
The modulus of elasticity is a measure of material stiffness given by the slope of the straight line joining origin 
of the stress-strain curve, i.e. when the material’s response under load is elastic. High modulus of elasticity 
means that the material is stiff, on the other hand, materials with low modulus of elasticity are more flexible 
and able to buffer masticatory load better. 
The modulus of elasticity of Fibrafill® FLOW (Fig. 11) and Fibrafill® DENTIN (Fig. 12) is located in the middle of 
the chart of all the tested materials, which means it has an optimum balance between stiffness and buffering 
capacity.



Figure 12: Flexural strength of Fibrafill® DENTIN compared to other packable bulk fill composites. Source: CEITEC, 2021, 
test method according to ISO 4049:2019.

Figure 13: Fracture toughness of Fibrafill® FLOW compared to other flowable bulk fill composites. Source: CEITEC, 2021, 
test method according to ISO 20795-1:2013.

Fracture toughness
The randomly oriented fibers incorporated in the bulk of Fibrafill® FLOW and Fibrafill® DENTIN prevent cracks 
propagation. This  fact is documented by the superior fracture toughness compared to other materials tested 
(expressed by the maximum stress intensity factor, Kmax, Fig. 13, 14). The testing was performed in accordance 
with ISO 20795-1:2013 at the Central European Institute of Technology (CEITEC).



Figure 14: Fracture toughness of Fibrafill® DENTIN compared to other packable bulk fill composites. Source: CEITEC, 
2021, test method according to ISO 20795-1:2013.

Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis (FEA) is a method that simulates the physical phenomena using numerical mathematic 
technique. It enables mathematical conversion and analysis of mechanical properties of a geometric object. 
It is useful for specifying predominantly the mechanical aspects of biomaterials and human tissues that can-
not be measured in-vivo. 
In this case, the method was used to verify the effectivity of membrane reinforcement in terms of preventing 
stress concentration and reducing shear stress in the area of adhesive joint. The model was based on microCT 
image data of the first molar including root canal, dentin, enamel and cementum. Large MOD cavity was ren-
dered in the tooth model according to the dentist’s instructions. The filling was modeled on the basis of 
mechanical properties of standard bulk-fill packable composite, four membranes elements were integrated in 
the filling to mimic the application of Fibrafill® CUBE. The tooth was loaded by steel ball of 2 mm diameter. 
The pattern (Fig. 15) shows the stress [MPa] reduction at the edge of the integrated membrane. The membra-
ne contributes to the dissipation of stresses arising from vertical loading. The stress does not spread further 
to the area of adhesive joint and hard dental tissues.



Figure 15: FEA stress distribution pattern of the tooth model with large MOD restoration reinforced with continuous 
membrane elements. Source: College of Polytechnics Jihlava, 2021.

Figure 16: X-ray bitewing image of the restoration made using Fibrafill® system (tooth 17).

radiopacity
Radiopacity is required for the detection of potential secondary caries. High radiopacity ensures the distingu-
ishability of the filling from remaining hard dental tissues. The enhanced x-ray visibility of Fibrafill® products 
(Fig. 16) is ensured by high quality radiopaqe dental glasses used in the system of fillers.



Other Characteristics
The tests of clinical efficacy and safety were performed by independend accredited institutions according to 
applicable standards.

Fibrafill® CUBE

4.28 ± 0.09 mm

19.12 mg/mm3 (sorption)
1.30 mg/mm3 (solubility)

Biocompatibility of all materials was tested according to ISO 7405:2018 and ISO 10993 series of standards. 
Clinical safety of Fibrafill® products was proved.

365.4 ± 18.7 MPa

23.06 mg/mm3 (sorption)
1.87 mg/mm3 (solubility)

307.5 ± 16.4 MPa

18.04 mg/mm3 (sorption)
0.97 mg/mm3 (solubility)

ISO 4049:2019

316.0 ± 16.1 MPa based on ISO  
9917-1:2007

42.8 (upper surface)
48.8 (bottom surface)

28.8 MPa (enamel)
21.9 MPa (dentin)

26.7 MPa (enamel)
19.8 MPa (dentin)

28.6 MPa (enamel)
17.9 MPa (dentin)

ISO/TS  
11405:2015

Depth of Cure

Water sorption 
and solubility

Compressive 
strength

Biocompatibility

* The tests were performed on the composite alone without glass fiber membrane.

Knoop  
Microhardness

Adhesion  
to enamel  
and dentin

Fibrafill® FLOW

4.58 ± 0.04 mm

37.1 (upper surface)
37.2 (bottom surface)

Fibrafill® DENTIN Applicable Standard

4.62 ± 0.17 mm ISO 4049:2019

64.2 (upper surface)
61.4 (bottom surface) N/A



CASE rEPOrTS

Class II Cavity Courtesy of Dr. Tomáš Slavíček, Czech Republic

Vital tooth after excavation of secondary caries and implementation of the adhesive protocol. Fibrafill® CUBE 
was used to support weakened lingual lamela, Fibrafill® FLOW as a liner and  Fibrafill® DENTIN to fill-up the 
residual dentin volume. Occlusal surface and approximal wall were reconstucted using universal esthetic 
composite.

Class II Cavity Courtesy of Dr. Pavel Pavlov, Bulgaria

Vital tooth after excavation of secondary caries and implementation of the adhesive protocol. Fibrafill® CUBE 
was used to support reconstructed proximal walls. Conventional composites were used for cavity lining, re-
construction of approximal walls and reconstruction of the occlusal surface.
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Post-endodontic Build-up Courtesy of Dr. Tomáš Slavíček, Czech Republic

Delegated patient for post and core crown restoration after root canal treatment. Clinical procedure includes 
removal of a provisional filling, instalation of matrix system, access cavity preparation, implemetation of ad-
hesive protocol and build-up of  the proximal wall using universal esthetic composite. Fibrafill® CUBE was 
adapted in the vertical position to support reconstructed proximal wall and Fibrafill® FLOW to finalize the 
shape of root canal access. FRC post was cemented in the root canal system using a dual cure luting cement. 
Finishing of core build-up was followed by indirect crown restoration.

reconstruction of a Crown Courtesy of Dr. Krishna Vyas, India

Vital tooth with fractured restoration. An old remaining restoration and secondary caries were excavated. 
Clinical procedure included adhesive protocol, build-up of buccal shelf and the distal wall, application of flo-
wable liner, adaptation of Fibrafill® CUBE to support built walls and cuspal build-up with universal esthetic 
composite.



Testimonies

Dr. Tomáš Slavíček
Masaryk University, Faculty od Medicine, Private Practicioner, Brno, Czech Republic

Fibrafill® system includes high-tech materials that are very easy to handle and have  
a great potential for restoring functionality of severely damaged teeth and protection  
of remaining hard dental tissues.

Dr. Hana Hubálková
Associate Professor, First Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic,  
Member of European Prosthodontic Association, Head of Czech Prosthodontic Association

Fibrafill® CUBE is a filling materil reinforced with continuous glass fiber membrane. The 
material has universal use to improve mechanical resistance of direct and indirect resto-
rations of decayed teeth, post-endodontic restorations of clinical crowns in posterior 
area and composite onlays and overlays.

Dr. Jeffrey Hoos
Leading National Speaker for Dentistry Today, Fellow – Academy of General Dentistry,  
International Academy of Implantology and American Academy of Facial Esthetics,  
Chief Dentist at Brush & Floss Dental Center, Connecticut, USA

The success in a private practice is assured when you find materials and methods that 
give you beautiful, predictable clinical results that can be done in a reproducible and 
timely manner. I call it  BALANCING: Art, Science & Business of Dentistry. Fibrafill® CUBE 
is a great addition in my clinical practice to help me achieve that BALANCING.

Dr. Marc Gottlieb
Associate Clinical Professor, University Hospital at Stony Brook,  
Chief Dentist at Anxiety Free Dental Care, New York, USA

Fibrafill® CUBE with its imbedded fibers easy adapts to the preparation providing a mo-
re durable and conservative restoration.

Dr. Eric van Zytveld
University of Colorado, School of Dentistry, Private Practicioner, Denver, Colorado, USA

Fibrafill® CUBE strengthens teeth in a conservative manner. The cubes are very useful for 
restoring wide composite restorations which are under high occlusal stress and for sta-
bilization of cracked teeth that do not need crowns.

Dr. Marian Fanica
Carol Davila University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Private Practicioner, Bucharest, Romania

A time-saving product with low shrinkage and no compromise on resistance.
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Dr. Nikhil Bahuguna
Diplomate – American Board of Aesthetic Dentistry, Fellow – International College of Continuing Dental 
Education, Secretary and Board of Director – India Academy of Aesthetic and Cosmetic Dentistry, Director and 
Chief Dentist at Demystifying Smiles Dental Clinic, Noida, India

Fibrafill® CUBE has added a new dimensions to the cause of saving teeth. The enhanced 
support it provides to the previously weakened tooth structure gives the dentist the 
ability to save and strengthen the structural integrity of the tooth for a better and a 
more stable stomatognathic system. Being an avid user of Dentapreg® UFM mesh, 
Fibrafill® CUBE has made it even easier to practice stress-free dentistry adding longevity 
and balance to the restorations.

Dr. Krishna vyas
Diplomate – Indian Board of Endodontics, Associate Professor, Department of Conservtive Dentistry & 
Endodontics, Ayush Health University, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Raipur Multispeciality Dental 
Hospital, Raipur, India

My trust in glass fiber mesh concept has gone up multiple folds after witnessing many 
years of follow-ups of my cases wherein Dentapreg® UFM was used to reconstruct 
crowns and large restorations. The new product, Fibrafill® CUBE, along with the same 
good old properties also has an added advantage of much more convenient placement, 
thus making the restoration procedure much simpler.



Packaging 10

Fibrafill® CUBE
Contains 9 blisters with  
4 application doses of 65 mg each.

Fibrafill® FLOW
Contains 2 syringes with a screw cap,  

1 ml (1.8 g) each,  
and 15 disposable luer lock tips

Fibrafill® DENTIN
Contains 20 unitip compules  
of 0.13 ml (0.25 g) eacheach



Manufacturer
ADM, a.s., U Vodárny 2, 616 00 BRNO, Czech Republic

tel: +420511205360, e-mail: sales@fibrafill.com

www.fibrafill.com
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